
Milestones In Music 
 

GEMM Productions ‘Milestones in Music’ technology was previewed at ATEI 2006 and subsequently launched in 

April the same year. Based on the industry leading Audio Surfer technology, this development moved jukebox 

innovation to a new level. With the capacity to store up to 30,000 audio tracks on its local hard-drive this eliminates 

the need for a broadband connection. This unit features every single track to appear in the UK Top 40 since 1952, 

plus a wealth of other essential tracks and albums. With music genres as diverse as ‘50’s ballads’ to ‘Ska’ the 

‘Milestones In Music’ offers customers the ultimate music library. 

 

Now, in another major leap forward, ‘Milestones in Music AV’ is available and includes every UK Top 10 video 

since 1980. 

 

As with the audio version, the ‘Milestones in Music AV’ follows GEMM Productions principle of profiling the location 

to filter out unsuitable tracks at specific times, i.e. offensive language or visual imagery during daytime and early 

evening periods. Subsequent music and video updates of this type are automatically hidden. ‘Milestones in Music 

AV’ features a brand-new high-resolution touch screen interface with enhanced customer usability. The powerful 

‘Date Search’ facility is only available with MIM and MIM AV technology and is used to locate Top 40 chart listings 

for any date between 1960 to the present, providing a unique user experience. Another new innovation on 

‘Milestones in Music AV’ is GEMM Productions ‘Data Vault’ backup system. This ensures all jukebox parameters 

are stored in solid state memory external to the PC. Settings such as the music profile, BGM timers, price of play, 

happy hour timers, On/Off timers etc. are all recorded. Install a replacement PC in the jukebox cabinet and ‘Data 

Vault’ will automatically set its parameters to match the original settings. No additional configuration time is 

required. All the benefits of GEMM Productions unmatched knowledge in this area have been included to make 

the ‘Milestones in Music’ platform the most successful technology available yet. 

 


